
I came to Art Hub Abu Dhabi with the intent of painting portraits, but I quickly made two discoveries that changed this plan. The 

first was that there are religious taboos surrounding the depiction of the human body, so  the  subjects  that  I selected would not 

necessarily be available to me. The  second  was  that  beautiful  patterns, decoration, detail, and abstraction are everywhere. I 

found them inspiring. 

I  noticed  that  certain  shapes  repeated.  Many  of them derived from the camel or  the  date  palm.  My paintings Camel, Coffee 

Pot, Date Palm, and Chandelier resulted from this observation. These four paintings are a universal portrait of the people of Abu 

Dhabi. The background color of each painting is one of the colors of the Abu Dhabi flag: red, white, black, and green. And each 

image symbolizes an aspect of the people. The camel: travel and the Bedouin. The coffee pot: hospitality. The date palm: survival 

in a challenging terrain. And the chandelier: religion and opulence. 

There are seven studies for each image, on translucent paper. A phrase from a classical poem just barely shows through each one 

to suggest hidden meaning. I selected the  number  seven  because of  its  importance  in  Islamic culture. 

I am also exhibiting a notebook of watercolor portraits of people from Abu Dhabi. These portraits are part of an ongoing series, 

The Itinerant Portraitist. In producing this series, I travel around the globe to explore how portraiture can create understanding 

between peoples. 
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